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ERA25 - EASY ROLLER PALLET TRUCK
The ERA25 is new unique design of
pallet truck, specifically designed with
health and safety concerns in mind.

Fork Entry and Exit Rollers

By engaging a
foot lever, the
pump action of
the handle is
instead used to
rotate the rear
wheels of the truck.
This simple operation
means that the initial force
exerted when moving a large
load can be overcome. It also means
the force required to move a load over
a small lip or door threshold is minimised.

We provide a nationwide 2-3 day delivery service with next day delivery available on request.
All of our products come with a twelve month returned to base limited warranty
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The ERA25 Easy Roller For Effortless Travelling Operations
Easy oscillation movements of the tiller reduces the operational
forces to a minimum.
The function can be engaged in both directions.
If the mechanical drive is engaged in one direction, a brake function
is applied into the other direction. On inclines this function is a obvious
advantage: No downside rolling of the truck.
Horizontal transportation of heavy loads becomes easier and safer.
Three position operational handle lever for lifting, transporting
and lowering purposes.

Lower Position - to lower load, pull up on the finger tip control.
Neutral Position - to place finger tip control in this position during
pulling the truck or load.
Lift Position -

to raise load, push down on finger tip control,
pump handle to raise the load.
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